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Trustees Reinstate SAE
By CAROLYN ZACHARY
Following a recommendation by
the Discipline Committee the Board
of Tnistees yesterday voted to re-
open the local chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon this fall.
In other action the Board reaf-
firmed its January action concerning
the location of the new dormitory,
changed the name of the College of
Agriculture to the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture and made
several organizational and program
changes within that college, effected
curriculum and course changes in
the College of Arts and Sciences
and the College of Technology, and
instituted two new doctorate and
two master's degree programs.
In presenting a petition signed
by 778 students and 55 staff mem-
bers recommending that an alter-
nathe position be selected for the
new dormitory, University Presi-
dent Lloyd Elliott said that it
would cause a major time and
financial setback if the dorm site
was changed now. "I want to keep
faith with the petition signers," he
said, "but I cannot with conscience
recontmend any change." The
Board decided not to relocate the
dormitory.
The Trustees also accepted for
study reports on fraternities at U-M
from the Council of Fraternity Ad-
visors and from the Interfraternity
Council, as well as an evaluation by
the Council of Fraternity Advisors
of the "Nolde Report." Board presi-
dent Lawrence M. Cutler announced
the formation of an ad hoc Trustee
committee to continue to study the
role of fraternities and to recom-
mend at their June meeting a course
of action for the Board. Serving
under chairman Robert N. Haskell
are W. Gordon Robertson. Mrs.
Helen Pierce. and Hubert H. Hauck.
At Prof. John J. Nolde's request,
the Board relieved him and his
committee of their duties to e 
GREEK HIGHLIGHTS—The Phoenix Singers, here for Greek Week-
end, are three unusual folksingers. Their repertoire includes lullabies,
songs to work by, love by, and pray by. Some of their many appear-
ances are on the "Tonight," "Today." and "Hootenanny" shows andin the Blue Angel, Hungry i, and Village Vanguard.
plete the second half of their
study (that concerning sororities).
President Elliott will appoint a
new committee to continue the
study.
In regard to the graduate applica-
tion fee controversy which arose in
the Faculty Council on Monday, the
Trustees decided to test for one year
the fee which they approved in
January.
The Board recognized the service
of retiring Trustee Charles E. Cross-
land. who will continue to be associ-
ated with the University as executive
secretary of the U-M Pulp and
Paper Foundation, and welcomed
new Trustee Frank Brown of New
York City and Ridgewood. N .J.
Petitions Available I
Petitions for (la ss offices are
available in Dean John Stew.
art's office. Library. beginning
tomorrow. They must be re-
turned by Friday. April 24.
Class elections are scheduled
for May 4. Senate office peti-
tions are also available for the
May 5 election.
Rep. McIntire
Talks Politics
At U-M Monday
Clifford G. McIntire. U.S. Rep-
resentative opposing Mu•kie for the
Muskie Senate seat, will give a
political speech in the Main Lounge
of the Memorial Union on Mon-
day. April 20. at 8 p.
The Republican U-M alumnus
‘kas elected to the 82nd Congress
to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Frank Fellows in October,
1951. He was reelected to the
83rd and to the four succeeding
Congresses. He will be a guest of
the University through the efforts
of the Political Lyceum Committee
ef the General Student Senate.
Committee Will Study Beacon Hill SingersProposal For Changes
In Grading System Ace MUAB Spades
By BONNIE GIATZ
The proposed change in the Uni-
versity's grading system was re-
ferred to a committee for investi-
gation by the Faculty Council at
their Monday meeting.
Other measures approved by the
Council included a request for re-
consideration of Board of Trustees
action initiating a graduate student
application fee, and a recommenda-
tion that the Council officially dis-
solve three standing committees
whose functions have been elimi-
nated or duplicated.
At its January meeting, the
Board of Trustees established a ten
dollar fee on all applications for
graduate study and assistantships.
Dr. Franklin P. Eggert, Dean of
Graduate Study, expre..ed approv-
al of this measure which is "de-
•ieem•d to cut dol.n on v.a.ted lime
and effort- and %hicli .1 Id en-
able the Graduate Other to deter-
(Continued on Page Eight)
CiAMBUNG! EXPRESSO! FLICS!
Those are just three of the many
attractions this Saturday. April 18.
from 8 until 12 p. m. at the Ace
of Spades sponsored by MUAB.
The dress is -beat."
Entertainment will include the
Beacon Hill Singers and Hilton
Page's hand. There will be two one-
hour concerts, one at 8:30 and the
other at 10:00 in the Hauck Audi-
torium. Page. presently playing at
the Dow Air Force Base Officer's
Club. will render modern jazz.
while Gene Rogosta. Sue Allen. and
Peter Rockwood combine to bring
folk music.
Page will also play for dancing
in the Main I.ounge between con-
certs and after the last show. The
Main Lounge will be decorated in
coffee house motif where various
types of coffee, bagels, and hot
mulled cider will be served. Also
performing in the Main Lounge,
but at 8:45 will be the University
of Maine Steiners.
This year there will be more
space than previously for gambling
highspot of the evening will he
the high stakes room which will be
known as the -5 Spot." Here one
must have $500 to enter. Poker
t1/4 ill be played at a $50 betting
limit.
Not only will there he the Bea-
con Hill Singers. Hilton Page, and
gambling, but there will be other
entertainment also. In the Sutton
Lounge art films will roll while the
Maine Masquers will present poe-
try and dramatic reading in the Coe
Lounge. There will be the continu-
ous showing of Toys in a Field of
Blue and Narcissus.
The Memorial Union will not be
devoted entirely to the Ace of
Spades. The Den will be open to
everyone with a free Den dance and
the game room will be open to any
interested students.
COED CO-EDS—Newly-elected Prism co-editors Susan Rice (left) andBonnie Glatz check back issues of the- yearbook for idea. for the '66edition.
Bonnie Glatz, Susan Rice
Selected To Edit '66 Prism
The co-editors of the 1966 Prism
are sophomores Susan Rice from
East Holden and Bonnie Glatz from
Bridgton.
Susan Rice is treasurer of Chi
Omega Sorority. an Eagle. and is
on the Balentine Dorm Council.
She will be a dorm resident nest
year.
Ronnie Glatz, a journalism major,
was make-up editor of the Maine
LlIn pus and is now co-news editor.
,she has participated in the Honors
Program for two years and has
h..':iest
crinoenrs.the Dean's List for three
• 
University Offers $100 Prize
In centennial Theme Contest
The University is offering a $100
prize in a -name-the-centennial-
eontest. The purpose of the contest
is to fin.] the best theme or slogan
f or Maine's 100th anniversary dur-
ing the year beginning February
25. 1965.
This conte%t i• open to all regu-
larly enrolled students at both
Orcno and Fcrt'and campuses,
1:-adoate or undergraduate. Students
attending part-time or enrolled
only in Con:intiing Education
courses are ineligible.
Entries are to be drawn or typed
on one 81/2
 - II sheet of bond pa-
together, v,ith the entrant's
ame and campds address or home
...tdress in the case of commuting
•:lidcats. Entr;es mast be submitted
by mail or in person at the
of the Director of Develop-
-lent, Alumni Hall. University of
Maine. Orono. Maine. by not later
-!an midnight. April 28. If sub-
-lined by mail, the postmark must
not later than the last date.
"I he contest will be judged by a
h- , ommittee appointed by the
iiv;rsity Centennial Committee.
'.t.::nbers of thi, ,::)rf,mittee v.01 not
••
BEACON HILL SINGERS—Left to right
of Spades: Sue Allen, Gene Ragoata, and
are the -tar. of ‘1111 111'. ‘ce
Peter Rock% nod.
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Brewery Yearns To Tap Mechanical Shop Blaze Causes Stir
Copyright To Stein Song As Sirens Attract 300 To Scene
By KEITH GRAND
Fill the steins to dear old Maine while you can, Carl Fischer,
because after 1966 everybody is allowed to do so.
Carl Fischer, Inc., holds the well-cared-for copyright of the
"Maine Stein Song," and despite a recent rumor that a beer com-
pany would like to have it on tap for its own sudsy lyrics, is likely
to retain it for the remaining two years. After that time, according
to copyright law. the "Stein Song" you had to be in Orono, Maine.
becomes public domain, to do with One per-on who did hear the song
as he pleases. and who remembered it was a
The "Stein Song" was not always freshman in 1921 named Hubert
so sought after. In fact the first con- Prior N'allee.
certed action took the form of a
faculty committee ban. This was a
drinking song in a Prohibitionist
state, a pagan drinking song that
toasted the gods and the fates. But
University President George E. Fel-
lows pointed out that "we are still
allowed to drink milk and water.
Play the song."
This was the first victory for the
song's young collaborators. Adel-
bert Wells Sprague and Lincoln Col-
cord. In 1904 these two Kappa Sigs
were rooming together at the Uni-
versity of Nlaine. One morning
Sprague copied down a tune he had
learned while playing in a band in
Bar Harbor. It was a military march
that army bandmaster Emil Fenstad
had penned in honor of 0. P. Breck-
inridge. He handed the music to his
roommate Colcord. saying. "Doc.
don't you think this is worth a few
Maine words"? Half an hour later.
"Doc" Colcord raced up from the
music room with this Opie March
and the words to the "Maine Stein
Song." "Doc" cut two classes that
morning.
Six years later Sprague had the
song published by Carl Fischer.
Inc.. a New York music publishing
agency. This agency already held
the rights to the music (Opie
March 0 and successfully negoti-
ated with Colcord for his lyrics.
But for the next twenty years, if
you wanted to hear the Stein Song
KENNETH'S
it AIR FASHION STUDIO
TWO OPERATORS
open daily 9-6
Wednesday-Thursday Ere.
By Appointment
33 Main Street—Orono
Call 8664010
OUR FAMOUS
SPECIALTY
OCEAN FRESH
LOBSTER 44
Have it boiled, broiled,
Raked Stuffed, Thermi-
dor or a la Newburg.
Just a few minutes
from Orono. Take
Hermon exit off
Interstate Highway 95.
PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING
The stein song served with dis-
tin:tion with the Second Maine In-
fantry when University bandsmen
took it alone upon enlisting. On the
Mexican border in 1916 and in
France in World War I after the
Second had become the 103rd Inf.,
the song echoed across parade field
and battlefield. And when some of
those former bandsmen were killed
at Belleau Wood the song was
there, and it became something
more than just a "pagan drinking
song" that a faculty committee had
once banned in Orono, Maine.
Around 1928. Sprague, now mu-
sic director at his alma mater, of-
fered to buy the rights from Carl
Fischer. inc.. since the song had
"little or no commercial value."
The agenc) a,ked for an offer from
the alumni association, but when
they delay ed. Sprague offered $10
MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP
across from
Park's Hardware
Effective May 4
Closed all day Monday
Open Tuesday to Saturday
7:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon
1:00 P. M. to 6:00 P. M.
notice:
open all day Wednesday
Telephone 866-4092
from his own pocket. Meanwhile.
Mr. Vallee. of new name and new
radio fame. was shopping around
for some variety for his college
songs program. Remembering a
song heard during his undergradu-
ate days at the University of Maine.
Rudy wrote to the music director,
the same Mr. Sprague. requesting a
copy of the "Stein Song." He re-
ceived 'a copy arranged for piano
and rehearsed it for his next pro-
gram. When he came to the line
"Let every loyal Man man sing" he
raised it an octave, for ease in
singing, and sang it that way on his
program. The song caught on im-
mediately. Carl Fischer. Inc.. wrote
director Sprague that they were not
interested in disposing of the prop-
erty at this time, and proceeded to
sell 1,300.000 copies in the next six
months. The agency renewed the
copyright in 1938.
Maine received all the publicity,
Carl Fischer. Inc. got all the money
minus one-third royalties to Mr.
Vallee t. and Rudy was presented a
varsity "M".
So now the "Stein Song" has
been heard throughout the world,
but if you want to hear it sung
correctly, the way it was originally
written. you have to be in Orono,
Maine. where Universit freshmen
are instructed each year as to how
every loyal Maine man sings.
People Sal —
'VG,. cc..s PARK'S
We Have Complete
Stocks of
PYREX and
CORNING WARE
PARK'S HAI4DWAHE& VAHIETY
Mill Street 01 ono, M air).
If there is someone on campus
you haven't seen for a while, you
should have seen him or her at 8:20
Monday night.
The mall and surrounding areas
were deserted, with students busily
studying in the Library or dormi-
tories, when the wail of fire sirens
pierced the still of the night. Stu-
dents jumped into cars and fol-
lowed the trucks, others ran from
Carnegie Hall Exhibits
Doris Kreindler's Art
In Carnegie Hairs Art Gaiter: .
there is now an exhibit by Dori..
Kreindler. one of the leading fe-
male artists in the country. The ex-
hibit was sent to the University by
the Traveling Art Guild of Brook-
lyn. New York.
Mrs. Kreindler. originally from
New York, studied at the New
York School of Applied Design,
The National Academy of Design
and the Art Students League. She
does graphics, oils and watercolors.
She has staged 15 one-man exhibi-
tions
Money, Teeth. Hunger
A perfect trio for
THE FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
Students are always welcome
Lowest prices, hest service
THE CHALET
Tydol Flying -A-
right next door to campus
on College Ave.
EXPERT
TUNE-UP SERVICE
Tel. 866-2538
You don't have to write a thesis to be maser
zi-ARROW-
makes you look like a master
in a matter of minutes. Your
swing will be better and
so will your putting, for
this shirt was designed for
freedom of movement— N
especially for golfers. That's
why the pocket is on the right.
This is the shirt that you saw on
ARROW's T.V. sponsorship of the
MASTERS Tournament ... it with-
stood the test and looked as good at
the last hole as it did at the tee off.
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A. J. GOLDSMITH
YOUR EXCLUSIVE ARROW DEALER IN OLD TOWN
their dorms on the north end — at-
tracted to the fire like children to
the Good Humor man.
The engine wailed its way across
campus to the mechanical shop
hind Boardman Hall, pulled to a
skidding halt, and firemen erupted
from the truck. Men razed into
the shop and others unreeled the
hose — all this for a smoldering
curtain.
Within five minutes 300-400 coi-
legians. including seven Campus
•talT members, were milling around
the shop and more were on the way.
The Library steps were lined, stu-
dents were peering out Library'
indows, and the mall looked like
l'imes Square at midnight on New
‘'ear's Eve.
The campus security office said
Tuesday that the "blaze" was
caused when sparks from a welding
machine in use that afternoon
cuLight onto the hem of a welding
curtain but didn't die out.
Planning a Party?
The
Picture & Gift Shop
has any and all
Party Supplies and
Decorations
SECOND FLOOR-
13 Hammond St., Bangor
/s7 $3
ccin't Se..t
r f p•e^t
Ilvnt:se BIC% ' Dyamte- 6)4
by man. BC i;ne tr.:01's tin.
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C3`3:5 Otl:/ BIC is
!) It• fit hal?
ev:.y !I.?. Get j 910, rsai at
your cr.idt.; tmr i 0 "Crys-
ta:' 1—other s and
poiritstylesto43:. At BIG pens
availiblev,ith blue red. zreen,
black ink. Mile U S A. 'Fir
replacernent send pen ty.
WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD. CONN.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS Page Three
OFFICIAL NOTICE
DATES for Pre-Registration are:
College of Agriculture
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Education
College of Technology
April 20 to May 8
April 22 to May 8
April 22 to May 8
April 22 to May 18
All students, undergraduate or graduate, are expected to
register during the periods listed above.
THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND
True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a master-
piece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very per-
sonal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail Trade-mark registered.
- — —
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engage- Imerit and Weriding" and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings,"both for only 25c. Also send special offer of beautiful 44page Bride's Book.
Nem.
Addnns
C41, Co 
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 DIAMOND RINGS. SYRACUSE. NEW YORK
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Newsman Cohen Shows
Film On East
An up-to-the-minute view of life
behind the Berlin Wall will be
shown in a color film, Inside East
Germany, tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Hauck Auditorium by news corre-
spondent Robert Cohen. Tickets
for admission may be purchased at
the door.
Bruce Poulton
To Laud Seniors
At Annual Feast
The annual Senior Class Banquet
will be held for the 93rd U-M
graduating class on Tuesday, April
21, at 7 p.m. in Commons West.
Roast Beef will be served.
Dr. BTUCC R. Poulton, head of
the department of animal science,
will be the principal speaker. Presi-
dent Lloyd H. Elliott will also
speak. Robert P. Schoppe, vice
president of the General Alumni
Association, will extend greetings to
the senior class from the Associa-
tion.
The banquet is free to all seniors.
They must pick up their tickets at
the Alumni Office, 44 Library, be-
fore 5 p.m. Friday, April 17; at the
same time seniors are to return
their biography sheets.
Germany
Robert Cohen, a distinguished
American news correspondent and
producer of documentary films, has
recently returned from another
journey to East Germany. Ile pre-
sents a keen commentary on life be-
hind the Berlin Wall, taking the
audience on an eye-witness tour of
the walled-off nation.
Cohen has received a graduate
degree in motion picture production
and has studied at the Sorbonne.
He has served the U. S. Army as
a TV director at Ft. Monmouth and
as a newsreel cameraman at Allied
Supreme Headquarters in Paris. He
was also commissioned by the Na-
tional Broadcasting Company to
film Red China.
In addition to his lecture films,
Inside Red China and Inside East
Germany, Cohen has produced in-
ternational prize-winning documen-
tary motion pictures, often filming
in the face of obstacles and handi-
caps. His stories and photographs
have been widely publicized in the
United States and Europe.
Following the showing of Inside
East Germany Thursday evening,
there will be a question and answer
period for those who wish to re-
main.
ROBERT COHEN
Jones To Speak
At ACU Confab
Nelson B. Jones, director of the
University of Maine's Memorial
Union, will be a speaker at the 50th
anniversary conference of the Asso-
ciation of College Unions at the
University of Indiana, April 19-22.
Jones, a member of the University
of Maine faculty since 1953, will
speak on the subject, "The 'Aca-
demic Community."
The Maine staff member is a
former president of the Association.
having served in the position in
1934.
As Found Exclusirelv a;
H. M. GOLDSMITH'S
IN OLD TOWN
ADVERTISED IN
READER'S DIGEST
Ship'n Shore'
lovely
shirt
of pure
design
3.00
So appealing, with an airy little collar open to the
breeze. Care-free 65% Dacron polyester,
35% cotton. White, pastels, sunny hues. 28 to 38.
H. M. GOLDSMITH INC.
76-78 North Main Street
OLD TOWN
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CIVIL RIGHTS BILL DOES NOT REQUIRE OPEN OCCUPANCY Re,
By CAROL HEBOLD
The h clii controversial Civil
Rights Bill, a complex piece of
legislation currently before the Sen-
ate, seems to be the object of some
public misunderstanding. Clarified
in the Congressional Record, the
bill, as passed by the House of
Representatives, does not require,
reward or encourage "open occu-
pancy" in private housing, the
transfer of students away from their
neighborhood schools to create
racial balance, or the imposition of
racial quotas or preferences in either
private or public employment of in-
dividuals. Nor does the bill provide
for primary, criminal penalties, but
it authorizes the Federal courts to
issue civil orders preventing acts of
discrimination which violate the
bill.
Title I. which concerns voting,
establishes procedural safeguards
which preclude the denial of the
right to vote on racial grounds: a
State must maintain uniform stand-
ards, practices, and/or proceedures
to citizens seeking to vote; a State
may not reject a voter applicant
who commits an error on a voter
application form which error is
immaterial to the voter's qualifica-
tion to vote; a State must employ
a written literacy test, where such
a test is given, since in some States
the use of oral tests has become a
convenient subterfuge for promoting
racial discrimination; and the pre-
sumption is established that an in-
dividual is literate to vote if he
has completed the sixth grade of
school.
Title II forbids discrimination in
certain categories of public accom-
modation—places of lodging (except
proprietor-occupied lodging houses
having 5 room.s or less), eating
establishments, places of entertain-
ment, and gasoline stations. In
addition, other businesses physically
located within one of the above
categories must hold themselves up
to entire public patronage. A barber
shop located within a hotel is a lair
example since in most situations the
business of the barber shop depends
on the guests of the hotel.
The constitutional support for
the public accommodation title rests
upon the commerce clause and the
14th Amendment. The commerce
clause provides that businesses such
as a motel or hotel which provide
for transient patronizers as well as
state residents cannot practice dis-
crimination. Restaurants, hotels,
and gasoline stations regularly serve
Hy 3-4, Gt 1 Placement Exams
Set For Wednesday, April 29
Advanced placement examinations
in U.S. History and American Gov-
ernment will be offered on Wednes-
day. April 29 by the Department
of History and Government.
The objective of these examina-
tions is to allow those students who
show sufficient knowledge of the
fundamentals to by-pass the basic
courses, Hy 3-4 and Gt 1, and ad-
vance at once to higher level
courses, thus avoiding duplication
of knowledge already acquired and
allowing intensification of the stu-
dent's program. The exams do not
give semester hours credit.
Only those students who have
had excellent high school courses in
the field should take the examina-
tion. Each examination is compre-
hensive in its field and of three
hours duration.
The Hy 3 and 4 exam will cover
American History from the Revolu-
tion to the present day.
The Gt 1 exam will cover the
national government of the United
States. A division of Gt 2 is sched-
uled for this fall so that students
passing this exam may move direct-
ly into that class.
Both examinations will be given
at 7 p. m. April 29 in 165 Stevens
Hall and are open to all students.
Those desiring to take either ex-
amination must register with Miss
Graham, Department secretary. 150
Stevens Hall, before 4 p.m., April
24.
Students having questions about
the examinations or their purposes
may see Dr. John Ilakola, 209 EaRt
Annex, regarding U.S. History, and
Dr. Eugene Mawhinney, 135
Stevens Hall, regarding American
Government.
MAA'E MIS kAMOUS YMCA YOUR HOME
De convenient to the World's Fair, theatres,
shops, cultural activities. For young men
17A— S and groups. All facilities in
WELCOME
T Ii
NEW Milli
AV? THE
FAIR
budding —laundry, cafeteria
and coffee shop, barber, TV
room, newsstand and tailor.
Rates: $3, $3.10, $450
Single; $4.70, $5.10 Double.
Free tours and programs.
WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 341,1 St. (nr Ninth Ave )
New York, N.Y. rnone, eXtord 5-5133
10n. H hem Penn
OFFICIAL U OF M CLASS RINGS
by HERF JONES
Your Representative On Campus
MIKE GRAHAM
MEMORIAL UNION
TUESDAY 2-4 p.m.
or
CABIN #5 TEL. 866-4468
travelers or utilize goods in major
part that travel in interstate com-
merce. Theatres and other places
of entertainment regularly present
films or performers that move in
interestate commerce. Economically,
it has been noted that widespread
segregation of public accommoda-
tion in the South has curtailed in-
terstate travel and the normal ex-
pansion of interstate trade.
Title III authorizes the Attorney
General to institute civil actions to
desegrate public facilities such as
parks and playgrounds.
The Constitution prohibits gov-
ernmentally owned, operated, or
managed facilities to be segregated
by reason of race or color. Title
III also permits the Attorney Gen-
eral to intervene in civil cases insti-
tuted by private citizens who claim
that they are being denied the equal
protection of the law, guaranteed by
the Constitution.
Under normal circumstances it
is the responsibility of the state or
local government to guarantee an
individual equal protection of the
law, but since in some localities the
very issue is that of the state or
local government's denial of civil
rights, the Federal Government must
undertake this duty.
Title IV of the Civil Rights Bill
provides that the Attorney General
may institute civil action to desegre-
gate public schools or colleges. Also
the Commission of Education is
authorized to grant technical and
financial aid to local governments
or school boards, but only upon
their request. However, the aid may
be used only to assist teachers and
school administrators in coping with
problems growing out of desegrega-
tion. The House also clearly pre-
cluded the Attorney General on the
Commission of Education from tak-
ing action under this title to com-
pel the racial balancing of schools.
Title V extends the life of the
Civil Rights Commission four years
and authorizes it to look into the
practices of vote fraud, as well as
denial of voter rights because of
race.
Title VI cuts off Federal funds
used for discriminatory purposes. It
provides that taxes paid to the
Federal Government by all Ameri-
cans shall be used to assist all
Americans on an equal basis. It
also provides for review before tak-
ing action.
Title VII offers means for dis-
crimination elimination in employ-
ment by employers having 25 or
more employees, by labor organiza-
tions having 25 or more members,
and by employment agencies. Title
VII does not permit the ordering of
racial quotas in businesses and
unions, not interference with sen-
iority rights of employees or union
members.
Title VIII commands the Bureau
of the Census to compile registra-
tion and voting statistics by race,
color and national origin regarding
the extent to which persons are
eligible to vote and exert theirr
Under Title IX, a defendant who
is seeking removal of a State court
suit to a Federal district court on
the ground that he would be denied
his civil rights in the State court,
may appeal to the Federal court of
appeals an order by the Federal
district court sending the case back
to the State court.
Title X establishes a Community
Relations Service to assist local
communities in resolving disputes
and disagreements relating to racial
discriminaton.
Title XI authorizes Congress to
appropriate the funds necessary to
carry out the operating provisions
of the act. This title also provides
that the Civil Rights Bill shall not
interfere with or nullify State or
local civil rights laws.
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPPLY
Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St., Bangor
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TIE MIME STOMPERS
More Sou:We of Washington Square
a fresh new
vocal group
with a happy,
distinctive sound!
They're
taking campuses
by storm!
LN 24o87/BN 26087 Stereo
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Revoked Invitation Causes Uproar
By STAN EAMES
The University of New Hamp-
shire chapter of the American As-
•ociation of University Professors
Friday accused the UNH Trustees
and administrators of yielding to
-political and editorial pressure"
ilfter the well-known Communist
editor James Jackson had a speak-
?ng invitation withdrawn. The
AAUP's executive committee in
Durham said that "freedom of
speech can no more be limited at a
tax-supported university than in
any other area of society."
Jackson, editor of The Worker,
‘k as the center of a raging contro-
‘ersy at UNH last week that
spread throughout the state. The
student No Time For Politics
NTFPC) Committee asked the
avowed Communist to appear April
4, sparking the fight. After a stormy
executive session, the Executive
Bangor Tastee Freez
239 Broadway At the Park
,111.k*,
,21$1,
t
NEW ril)ta r*
by AlLt.9. arved'
Breathtaking, beautiful and yours
All the surging beauty, the exciting mystery of the
sea itself seems captured in this newest engage-
ment ring from Artcarved. See the distinctly new,
yet timeless, design of Surf Star at your Artcarved
Jeweler. Priced from $180. For more information,
plus helpful suggestions on wedding etiquette,
send 25C for Wedding Guide to J. R. Wood &
Sons, Inc., 216 E. 45th Street, New York 17, New
York, Department C.
r See Surf Star only at these Authorized Artcarved Jewelers
Bangor
Caribou
Machias
Malawaska
Presque Isle
Portland
Crown Jewelers
Johnston's, Inc.
Johnson Jewelry Store
Roberts Jewelry
Brown's Jewelry
J. A. Merrill & Co.
Board of the college's Boa of
Trustees agreed that he could ,pcak
at the Universit. providing thal he
was accompanied on the dais tv: an
off-campus anti-communist.
The Mancheltt r Union Leafier
said in a front page ednerial
April 6 that "Free speech shc,uld
not be granted to those who want
to destroy it No truth can be
found from a Communist Cii a
Fascist." When it was announced
that Jackson would speak at UNH.
the university news bureau an-
nounced that a college prot, sor
and a student e+ould be on ,lage
with him and ee ould have an cp-
portunity to question Jackso:- nd
refute his arguments."
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
ii atch and jewelry repair::1
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity anti
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
tel. 866-4032
fo:. editor spoke at Exeter Acad-
e,--; .tst before he was to appear at
NH and the executive committee
of :he. NTFPC group conferred with
h.--. i•-•ere. The committee then held
TrtA• conference during which it
r3:-.ctilnced that Jackson would not
,rtk2i, at the state university be-
ca,.se of the Trustees' "arbitrary
tillirna'Unf. that was "in complete
cU--egerd of university policy gov-
erning free, unrestricted speech at
the school." The NTFPC accused
Gcv. lohn King and the Union
Loafer exerting extreme political
anc e ditorial pressure to prevent
the: ornmunist's appearance.
The, student group then threat-
eled to sponsor a John Birch So.
Bowling Lanes
Bangor-Brewer
STUDENT'S
SPECIAL
MONDAY-FRIDAY
250 Incl. Shoes
•i•y- you're Iron, the M
Dial 989-3798
Far Harbor Rd.. Brewer
ciety or a conservative speaker "in
the near future."
Jackson, irked at the New Hamp-
shire Governor, predicted an early
end to his political career, terming
this pressure "automatic denial of
free speech."
A front page editorial in the
April 10 Union Leader said this
was not the time to gloat over who
',von and who lost in this controver-
sy. Terming the NTFPC leftists,'
the editorial asserted that "It is
time for some soul-searching on the
question of why supposedly intelli-
gent, responsible people, including
many who were not involved in the
controversy, could not see this is-
sue with the clarity of vision one
might expect of a politically liter-
ate citizenry."
The AAUP chapter's executive
committee said in a strongly-word-
ed statement that the UNH Trust-
ees and administrators "failed to
uphold their published policy re-
garding outside speakers." The com-
mittee claimed that as a result of
the Trustees' restrictions, a recog-
nized student organization felt com-
pelled to withdraw an invitation to
a speaker.
Patronize Our Advertisers
i.und Exclusively at
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tucked
soft-shirt:
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into print
3.50
Prize-winning tulips bloom among rows of tiny
tucks. New, gently rounded collar. Easy-care
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WMEB Presents Shakespeare Feature
The Man Shakespeare." a one
hour portrait of the great play-
wright as he lived and wrote in the
age of Renaissance England. will
be preented by WMEB-TV. Chan-
nel 12. Orono. and WN1EB-TV.
Channel 10, Presque Isle. on Fri-
day night; April 17. from 8 to 9
p.m.
Written by the British drama
critic and Shakespeare scholar.
Ivor Brown. :tn.! pro,11'c,A by the
THE BARD—William Shake-
speare. played by Roger Croucher,
surveys the English countryside in
The Man Shakespeare," which
will be broadcast tomorrow night
from 8 to 9 p.m. over WMEB-TV.
Chanel 12, in Orono, and WMENI-
TV. Channel 10. Pre-que Isle.
CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classi-
fied often. 750 for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the cam-
pus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager',
mail box in Campus office.
FOR SALE—Concord Tape Re-
:order 8 reels tape. Jensen book-
,.helf speaker X-10. Remote con-
trol. $110. Bill Brooks, 117 Gan-
nett. 866-7437.
LOST—Small black pocketbook
Articles of personal value. RE-
WARD. Return to CAMPUS
office or to Nola Johnson. 13!
Androscoggin.
FOR SALE-13 Cubic foot G.E
freezer in excellent condition for
$100. Contact Al Huntoon. 2 ''
Free Street. Stillwater.
FOR RENT-4 Rooms and bath
Combination oil and gas range
Oil heater. $45.00 per month
Park's Hardware. Mill Street
Orono.
FOR SALE-35' X 8' Trailer. 2
Bedrooms. Blue and White. Fur-
nished. Ready in June—$1500.
Wayne MacDonald. Schoppe's
Trailer Court. Stillwater Ave.
Orono.
FOR SALE: POLAROID Model
110A camera. Good Condition
Below appraised price. Contact
Business Manager. Maine Cam-
pus, 4 Fernald Hall.
FOR SALE-1955 2 door Chev-
rolet. new battery, good tire
$100. Also: 21-inch Television
in good working order $35. Call
827-3552.
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGH T
-FINE FOOD YOU'LL
HEW:11[1E1r
I el 8(16-2169
British Broadcasting Corporation.
the program stars Roger Croucher
as William Shakespeare.
In the program Shakespeare is
seen during his boyhood in Strat-
ford, acting in his school Latin
plays and roaming in the country-
side: during his young manhood
courting and marrying Anne Hath-
away; and, as a man, leaving hi,
wife and three children behind and
journeying to London to begin his
great career.
The program follows the drama-
tist's years in London. shows
Shakespeare's company at work.
and joins in one of their greatest
triumphs — the command per-
formance of Tii•elfth Night for
Queen Elizabeth at Whitehall Pal-
ace.
The viewer meets the play-
wright's contemporaries: Christo-
pher Marlowe; Ben Jonson. Shake-
speare's friendly rival: and Lord
Southampton. a patron and possibly
the subject of the early sonnets.
The only words spoken in "The
Man Shakespeare," apart from the
narration. are those of Shakespeare
himself and of his contemporaries.
Sequences have been filmed in the
places where the poet lived and vis-
ited. As National Educational Tel-
evision states, "This hour program
pushes the mountains of books to
one side and presents a portrait of
THIBODEAU"S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
Fre Specialize
in Flat Tops
Closed on Thursday
35 No. Main St.. Old Town
the man himself against the back-
ground of his times."
"The Man Shakespeare" is part
of WMWB-TV and WMEM-TV's
"Festival of the Arts" series, which
runs every Friday night from 8 to
p m.
Dr. Wofford Gardner Is
Speech Association President
Dr. Wofford G. Gardner. head of
the department of speech, has
been named president of the Speech
Association of the Eastern States.
the oldest speech group in the
country.
The Association includes people
on all levels of education and in
all dimensions of speech from 13
different Eastern states. The pur-
pose of the organization is to give
its members an opportunity to meet
annually with hundreds of profes-
sional colleagues in speech and
theatre, and keep them up to date
on their fields through the group's
magazine Today's Speech and the
SAES Newsletter.
This past year Gardner served as
first vice-president of the associa-
tion and was responsible for the
program of the association's three-
day convention held in New York
City.
APPLIANCES
LINOLEUMS * * RUGS
BEDS CHESTS DESKS
At Reasonable Prices
Free Delivery
more than an ice-cold ,ou-know what
man! like ace of spades
going—out! out! !
,o far out its in again
to the village this time
(,ou know the village, my
dear. where those hairy
ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station. Old Town
Tel. 827-2484
crocodile, swing through
the union lobby on green
threads of flamenco song)
ah, yes, guitars and gamb-
ling. too! and the big s
(of hilton page and n
dancing and drinking d
—coffee, of course)
and there's movies, sherm.
a flick that's sick, maybe
or artier than art is, but
anyway—sic semper theatre
—bits of drama and trauma
for your aching libido and
perhaps a little purple fog.
and all for four bits plain! muab
8-12 april 18
Program At Coffee House Honors
Birthday Of William Shakespeare
On 1 hursday, April 23 a pro-
gram entitled "What; You Will?"
honoring the birthday of William
Shakespeare will be presented at
the Coffee House at 8 p.m.
Readings from Shakespeare's
sonnets and plays, as well as songs
will be preented. Among those par-
ticipating are: J. Henry Braun,
Robert A. Burns, Karl C. Kopp
and Richard S. Sprague. all of the
English Dept.. and the Rev. Har-
vey H. Bates. Director of Religious
Affairs.
YOUR KEDS DEALER
IN
OLD TOWN
BEN SKLAR
Man,
the
stampede's
on
for
BRASS RINGER
Go see Kolonel Keds fly
with the Bell rocket belt
at the N Y.World's Fair
Wonderworld Show'
st
Hop to it, meet the new "Brass Ringer," it really gets around. It's
clean and lean. With man-size brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long on looks, strong on comfort, great on wear. Made of
washable cotton duck in a new smoky white chino, also in white.
Medium width, sizes 5 to 12, 13, 14.
Stampede on down to your nearest store
and let 'ern rustle y' up a pair. Ask for
"Brass Ringer- Kedse today! It's a
United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, Neer York
Look for the blue label
knot), '
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TIIE NEW STEINERS—The Maine Steiners, with six rookies in thelineup, sang in Augusta last Thursday for the Southern KennebecValley University of Maine Alumni Association. This was the first of aseries of projects sponsored by the association to earn money for ascholarship for deserving students. The Steiners will sing again at theAce of Spades this weekend, at the Miss Bangor-Brewer Pageant April25, and at the Panhellenic Sing April 26. Singing left to right are:John Littlefield, Richard Sweet, Robert Montimorra, Thomas Green,\ M.% 00(1 Nlanseur, Richard Hoffses, Dad Curren, Terry Nelson.
•
1. I just made a e cry smart bus'.
Would you like to hear about it?
You can see I'm all ears.
3. It guarantees security for the
family I expect to have shortly.
Interesting.
5. It can pay off the mortgage
if I die. Or make money
available for emergencies
or opportunities. Or provide
it lifetime income when I retire.
Look, if anything was
that good, a lot of people
would have it.
•
2. lt's an item that will stand me
in good stead throughout my life.
l'ou don't say.
4. It can provide money for my
children's education.
Is that so?
6. Precisely. And over 11 million
people do. Because I was telling
you about Living Insurance
from Equitable.
Tell me more.
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your
Placement Officer, or write to William E. Bles ins, Employment Manager.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
flume Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019 © 1064
•
'
•
Diplomat Ludwiczac Says Coexistence
Must Hinge On Economic Exchange
B) LINDA TOKARZ
A Polish diplomat contributed to
the vi arming of the Cold War and
merchants' hearts last Wednesday
when he said that peaceful coexis-
tence "above all hinges on economic
exchange."
Zdzislaw Ludwiczac. second secre-
tary to the Polish Ambassador to
the U.S. and an international eco-
nomics specialist, told a responsive
audience in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union that "concern over
maintenance of peace unites the two
disparate social systems of Poland
and the United States."
He noted that last year Poland
exported over 42 million dollars
worth of goods to the U. S. and
imported more than twice that
amount from this country. In an
aside, he said that this increased
trade is leading to the exchange
of hii.ine.. and agricultural lead-
ers, students, and even niayors.
He added that nearly 1/4
 of the
Polish imports from this country are
agricultural, with industrial goods
for light industry constituting the
remainder. Overall, he said, 60%
of Poland's trade is with the Rus-
sian Bloc and 40% with the West.
One of the diplomat's major
points was Poland's autonomy.
"All socialist countries are inde-
pendent. They determine their
n foreign policies, even though
their main viewpoints are the same
as Russia's." He commented, "Ef-
forts are coordinated with and at
Moscow. but the internal develop-
ment of all socialist countries is
independent. The Soviet Union is
a socialistic nation on the road to
communism, a higher state of so-
ALL FACULTY MEMBERS, STAFF AND
STUDENTS are invited to visit the
LITTLEFIELD CUSTOM ENGINEERED
MODEL HOME
Corner of Park & Crosby Sts. (Near
A Frame) Open 1 :00-9 :00 p.m.
cial development. Poland and the
other 'satellite' nation. are on the
road to socialism."
Ludwiczac, an avowed Commun-
ist, said the Sino-Soviet rift affects
every country in the Russian Bloc,
because it makes the sharing of a
common policy impossible. He said
the 1962 Cuban Crisis marked the
thawing stage in Russian-Western
relations but China was left out in
the cold. Because Red China does
not have a seat in the United Na-
tions and is not recognized by many
of the nations of the world, it seems
to be making no special effort to
avoid unwanted, nuclear war.
Ludwiczac was sponsored jointly
by the Student Senate, and the Pol-
itics and International Relations
Club.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Committee Will Study
(Continued from Pate One)
ruille which students are seriously
in pursuit of their graduate study.
The Graduate Faculty opposed
the measure because of the diffi-
culty in recruiting capable gradu-
ate students and teaching assist-
ant,. The departments of chemis-
try, math, and physics felt that
many of U-M's better grad students
would not have applied if a fee had
been required.
The Council voted to present the
request for reonsideration of the
fee on original applications. Presi-
dent Elliott added that if this ac-
tion is taken. it will not mean the
elimination of the re-admission fee.
In this way some of the Graduate
Office's problems will be eliminated.
The Council also voted to dis-
solve the Assembly Committee and
the Spring Arts Festival Commit-
tee, as many of their activities over-
lap. By reorganizing the two com-
mittees under ore title, they will
be able to provide more and better
activities
The Committee on Student Or-
ganization Financial Affairs has
been eliminated because the fac-
ulty advisers of these organizations
handle most of their financial prob-
lems.
The Committee on New Student
Organizations was also dissolved.
It was felt that the students should
access new organizations.
Maine Masque Theatre
presents
Eugene O'Neill's
"ANNA CHRISTIE"
May 7-8-9. 8:15 P.M.
Coupon exchange begin.:
4pril 22. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hauck hid. box office
POLAROID
CAMERA
FOR
SALE
Contact:
MAINE CAMPUS
FERNALD HALL
Outstanding Theatre Team
At Hauck Auditorium
Hannah Watt and Roderick
Lovell, Britain's outstanding hus-
band-and-wife theatrical team, will
appear in two programs, Those Are
RODERICK LOVELL &
HANNAH WATT
Pearls on April 20 and The Kreitt-
zer Sonata on April 21. at the
Hauck Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Those Are Pearls is a tribute to
the 400th anniversary of William
Shakespeare's birth. Lovell and
Miss Watt have selected readings
from Shakespeare's plays and son-
nets which show the great variety
and depth of human understanding
that has made Shakespeare world-
famous.
Their presentation of Leo Tol-
stoy's The Kreuter Sonata, the
story of a marriage and its gradual
disintegration, gives a daring and
revealing insight into the modes
and manners of Czarist Russia.
Lovell and Miss Watt have created
a faithful reproduction of Tolstoy's
narrative in their adaptation of the
story to a play.
Tickets for both programs will
be on sale at the Auditorium Box
Office daily from 10 a. m. to 2
p. m. and on Monday and Tuesday
evenings. April 20 and 21. at 7 p.m.
SIGMA PI SIGMA
Simla Pi Sigma, physics honor so-
ciety. will hold an open meeting and
lecture on April 22 in 140 Physics
Building at 7 p.m. Joseph Petes
from the Naval Ordinance Labora-
tories will speak on -Nuclear Ex-
plosion Physics.-
SOPH3IORES
The sophomore class will hold a
meeting Wednesday night. April 22.
to discuss the May outing. Look for
details on posters around the cam-
pus. and remember at least 200
sophomores must attend
everybody's
doin' it . .
13% NANCY KELSO
Everybody will be doing it this
weekend at SIG EP. where they are
holding a Hawaiian Party Saturday
night from 6-12:00, and at the Me-
morial Union. where the annual Ace
of Spades will be held with all the
campus gamblers in full force. For
any of you who missed this event
last year. don't miss it this year. The
atmosphere is wonderful, and the
opportunity to squander money is
dear to any college students' heart.
Last Sunday many of our students
said thumbs down to their studying,
and took off for Bar Harbor. I'd
name some of them. but it was hard
to pick out faces underneath all
those blankets on Sand Beach. I
know that Bar Harbor has many se-
cluded spots, but remember, friends.
they aren't that secluded, and the
boys in green are very diligent. A
word to the wise....
Sophomores, don't forget your
class meeting to decide about the
outing. It will be April 22 at 7 in
the Bangor Room of the Union.
Even if you don't want to attend the
outing, many people do, so let's not
he selfish.
What do you get when you cross
an elephant with a peanut-butter
sandwich? Either a peanut-butter
sandwich that never forgets or an
elephant that sticks to the roof of
your mouth.
The old oak tree shows this infor-
mation for all interested students:
S.• .I trono, Mai
SCRATCHED: Janet Lavoie, Cbi
Omega. to John Inness, Phi Eta Kap- • s H
pa; Sally Allen to Guy Strang, Phi atS,
Eta Kappa: Sally Nash, New Eng- .•
land Deaconess Hospital, to Steve 1,4%
Manchester. Theta Chi.
CARVED: Mary Dudley to Dick I'
Randall. Sigma Nu: Kerma Jenkins
to Barry Patrie. Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon: Carrie Burton, Alpha Phi, to
Warren Wilder. Lambda Chi Alpha.
U. N.H., '60; Freda Gammon, Phi
Mu. to Dave Gaw, Phi Mu Delta.
'63; Jacqueline Chapin to Lt. Robert
Greene. Delta Tau Delta. '63; Mar-
tha Peterson to Lee Perkins.
Chisled: Peggy Ross to Steve
Drcttar: Becky Goode to Jolip Fur-
man. Phi Eta Kappa.
U-N1 'Singers'
Present Concert
The University Singers will stage t.
a concert on Wednesday, April
22nd. Three types of songs will be
sang: sacred music, madrigals, and I.
folk. music.
The Singers are conducted by
Herrold E. Headley, the head of the
music department, and are the tour-
ing vocal group on campus. They.
are scheduled to sine in New York
at the World's Fair on May 7.
1965, and have given numerous
cor...certs in the Bangor area. This
year there are forty-three singers
in the group, twice as many as last
year.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - tING SEN
Registrar's Office
Monday. May 25. to Tuesday. June 2, 1964
This schedule is based upon the first weekly meeting of each class. For example, a class which meets the 2nd per-iod on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday is scheduled for examination as of Monday, second period. By referringto the list below, you will find this takes place at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, May 27. Examinations are not neces-sarily held in the regular classrooms for each course. Each student should ascertin front his instructor the loca-tion of the final examination.
Monday. 1st period Tuesday
Monday, 2nd period Wednesday
Monday. 3rd period Thursday
Monday, 4th period Friday
Monday. 5th period Monday
Monday. 6th period Tuesday
Monday, 7th period Saturday
Monday, 8th period Saturday
Tuesday, 1st period Tuesday
Tuesday. 2nd period Wednesday
Tuesday. 3rd period Thursday
Tuesday, 4th period Friday
Tuesday. 5th period Monday
Tuesday. 6th period Tuesday
Tuesday. 7th period Saturday
Tuesday, 8th period Tuesday
Wednesday, 1st period Wednesday
Wednesday, 4th period Friday
Wednesday, 5th period Monday
Wednesday, 8th period Saturday
Thursday. 1st period Tuesday
Thursday. 2nd period Wednesday
Thursday, 5th period Monday
Thursday, 7th period Thursday
May 26 at 8:00 a.m.
May 27 at 8:00 a.m.
May 28 at 8:00 a.m.
May 29 at 8:00 a.m.
June 1 at 8:00 a.m.
June 2 at 8:00 a.m.
May 30 at 8:00 a.m.
May 30 at 2:00 p.m.
May 26 at 2:00 p.m.
May 27 at 2:00 p.m.
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
May 29 at 2:00 p.m.
June 1 at 2:00 p.m.
June 2 at 2:00 p.m.
May 30 at 2:00 p.m.
May 26 at 8:00 a.m.
May 27 at 2:00 p.m.
May 29 at 8:00 a.m.
June 1 at 8:00 a.m.
May 30 at 2:00 p.m.
May 26 at 2:00 p.m.
May 27 at 8:00 a.m.
June 1 at 8:00 a.m.
May 28 at 2:00 p.m.
NOTE THE FOLLOWING CLASSES WHICH HAVE BEEN CHANGED FROM REGULAR SCHEDULE:
As
Ce
Cf
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Gm
Gt
Py
Ru
14 Navigation
52 Structural Analysis & Design
2 Patterns of Interpersonal Behavior
1 Elementary French
3 Int. French, Div. 1
4 Int. French, Div. 8
54 Contemporary French Lit
58 French Civilization
52 Early Modern German Lit.
40 Community Planning
54 Child Study Laboratory
4 Intermediate Russian
Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Friday
May 26 at 2:00 p.m.
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
May 26 at 8:00 a.m.
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
May 26 at 10:30 a.m.
May 25 at 10:30 a.m.
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
May 26 at 10:30 am.
May 25 at 8:00 a.m.
May 25 at 10:30 a.m.
May 29 at 2:00 p.m.
May 29 at 2:00 p.m.
22
303
16
7
13
41
37
37
208
215
35
41
Wingate
Boardman
Merrill
Stevens, North
Stevens, North
Stevens, North
Stevens, North
Stevens, North
Boardman
East Annex
Stevens, North
Stevens, North
COURSES WITH TWO DIVISIONS OR MORE APPROVED FOR COMBINED EXAMINATIONS:
As
Be
Be
Be
Be
Be
Be
Be
Be
Bt
Ch
Ee
Ee
Ee
9 Descriptive Astronomy
2 Principles of Economics
10 Principles of Accounting
24 Elem. of Industrial Mgt.
34 I.abor Economics
51 Business Finance
62 Industrial Relations
64 Marketing
68 Social Control of Business
1 General Botany
2 General Chemistry
2 Elem. of Electrical Eng.
7 Elec. Circuits & Mach.
14 Electronics
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
May
May
May
May
May
30 at
25 at
26 at
27 at
28 at
29 at
25 at
26 at
1 at
29 at
25 at
30 at
25 at
27 at
4:15
10:30
2:00
2:00
2:00
10:30
8:00
10:30
2:00
4:15
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
137 Physics
32 Stevens, South
28 Stevens, South
22 Wingate
153 Barrows
350 Hitchner
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
See Instructor
125 & 131 Barrows
125 & 131 Barrows
125 Barrows
Ee 32 Waves and Fields
Ee 43 Electronics
Ee 52 Alternating Current M
Eg 2 Engineering Drawing
Eg 3 Descriptive Geometry
Eg 12 Forestry Drawing
Eh I & 2 Freshman Composition
Fr 4 Int. French. Div. I. 12
Fr 4 Int. French. Div. 2, 11 i
Fr 4 Int. French. Div. 3 & 7 '
Fr 4 Int. French, Div. 4 & 9
Fr 4 Int. French. Div. 5 & I
Fr 4 Int. French. Div. 6 & 1
Fr 10 Readings in French Lit
Fy 2 Introduction to Forestr
Gm 2 Elementary German
Gm 4 Intermediate German
Gm 14 Scientific German, Int
Gt 2 American Government
Gt 22 Current World Problen
Gt 36 Communist Governma
Gt 74 International Relations
Gy 6 Geology for Engineers
Hy 2 Classical & Medieval C
Hy 4 U. S. History
Hy 6 History of Western En
Hy 10 History of Maine
Hy 16 Hispanic America
Hy 18 History of England
Hy 20 Economic Hist. of the
Hy 56 History of Russia
Jr 22 Survey of Journalism
Mc 1 Introd. to Music Lit.
Mc 2 Introd. to Music Lit.
Mc 7 Music Educ.. Elementa
Me 33 Thermodynamics. Div.
Ms 1 Trigonometry
Ms 3 College Algebra
Ms 6 Elements of College M
Ms 12 Anal. Geometry & Cali
Ms 19 Prin. of Statistical Infe
Ms 22 Elem. of Real Number
Ms 27a Anal. Geometry & Cal.
Ms 28a Anal. Geometry & Cal.
Ms 29 Calculus & Diff. Equat
Ms 50 Ordinary Diff. Equatio
Ms 51 Int. to Mat. & Vector
My 2 Modern Society, Div. 1
My 2 Modern Society. Div.
My 2 Modern Society, Div.1
Ps 2 & 2b General Physics
Py 2 General Psychology
Py 68 Psychology of Adolesk.
Py 76 Social Psychology
Sh 1 Fund. of Public Speak
Sh 31 Voice and Diction
Sh 41 Fund. of Interpretatio,
Thursda,
Saturday
Friday
Tuesday
Thursda!
Tuesday
Thursda]
Wednesd
Monday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
. 3 & 4 Friday
Friday.
Monday
Wednesd
Thursda3
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Wed ne sd
Thursday
Wednesd
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Thursday
Thursday
Wednesd
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesd
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
rY Monday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesd
& 7 Monday
Wednesd
Wednesd
Monday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Sp 2 Elementary Spanish
Sp 4 Intermediate Spanish
Sy 2 Int. to Anthropology
Sy 4 Int. to Sociology
Zo 1 General Zoology
Zo 4 Animal Biology
Zo 8 & 8a Anatomy & Physiolog
Students who find they have four Lawns
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Bright colored, cellophane, num-
bered hats — just two bits each.
folks — and faculty sports events
will launch this year's "FUN GA-
LORE IN '64" Maine day program.
From 9 to 10:30 a. m. softball
on the fields behind the Memorial
Gymnasium, and volleyball on the
tennis courts will touch off student-
faculty-administration sports events.
The Senate will scrub with the ad-
ministration while the seniors scuf-
fle with the Agriculture faculty.
1 Junier-s will mix with Tech men:sophomores v.iti clash with the
Education department: and fresh-
men wiil tangle with Arts and Sci-
ence opponents.
Sign up sheet, w;11 be passed out
in the near future l'stinl the names
of the team captains, and the cor-
responding college and class.
Large group games include caite-
ball, tug-of-war, and horse shoes.
Cageball, played with a large can-
vas ball, was very rv.mular last year.
The teams try to send the ball be-
wild the goal posts by passing the
bail in the air or rolling it on the
ground.
THIS YEAR'S PLANNERS—Maine Day Committee members gatherat one of their meetings. Left to right are, seated, Susan Cline. JudyJoel, Carol Jesraly, Becky Gordon, Debbie LeClaire, Jane Labbe; stand-ing, Alan Spector, Ben Caswell, chairman Terry Chadbourne. MarshallStern, Judd Evans. Not pictured are Roberta Bill. and Carolyn Young.
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Thursday
Saturday
Friday
Tuesday.
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
. 3 & 4 Friday
Friday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Thursday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday'
ry Monday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
& 7 Monday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
May 28 at 10:30
May 30 at 2:00
May 29 at 10:30
May 26 at 2:00
May 28 at 2:00
May 26 at 10:30
May 28 at 10:30
May 27 at 4:15
May 25 at 2:00
May 25 at 2:00
June 1 at 2:00
May 30 at 8:00
May 26 at 10:30
May 29 at 10:30
May 29 at 10:30
May 25 at /:00
May 27 at 4:15
May 28 at 4:15
May 26 at 4:15
June 2 at 10:30
May 26 at 4:15
May 29 at 4:15
May 27 at 4:15
May 28 at 4:15
May 27 at 10:30
June 1 at 10:30
June 1 at 4:15
May 30 at 4:15
May 25 at 4:15
May 28 at 10:30
May 28 at 4:15
May 27 at 10:30
June 1 at 10:30
May 25 at 8:00
May 26 at 10:30
May 26 at 10:30
May 27 at 4:15
May 30 at 2:00
May 30 at 2:00
May 29 at 4:15
May 30 at 4:15
June 1 at 10:30
May 29 at 10:30
May 30 at 10:30
May 29 at 10:30
May 29 at 4:15
May 26 at 4:15
May 27 at 10:30
June 1 at 4:15
May 27 at 10:30
May 27 at 10:30
May 15 at 4:15
May 25 at 10:30
May 25 at 2:00
May 30 at 10:30
May 30 at 4:15
May 29 at 10:30
May 25 at 10:30
May 25 at 2:00
May 30 at 10:30
May 25 at 8:00
May 25 at 4:15
May 26 at 4:15
May 26 at 10:30
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
P.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
125 Barrows
See Instructor
125 Barrows
Mm. Gymnasium
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
22 Wingate
153 Barrows
22 Wingate
22 Rogers
22 Wingate
22 Wingate
37 Stevens. North
350-52 Hitchner
Mm. Gymnasium
350-52 Hitchner
37 Stevens. North
See Instructor
Mm. Gymnasium
22 Wingate
22 Wingate
140 Physics
32 Stevens, South
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
153 Barrows
328 Aubert
153 Barrows
Mm. Gymnasium
202 Education
101-102 Carnegie
Foyer Carnegie
101 Carnegie
303 Boardman
Mm. Gymnasium
NI in. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
M in. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
137 Physics
Mm. Gymnasium
153 Barrow's
See Instructor
153 Barrows
153 Barrows
153 Barrows
Mm. Gymnasium
22 Wingate
See Instructor
See Instructor
153 Barrows
137 Physics
See Instructor
137 Physics
137 Physics
Hauck Auditorium
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
137 Physics
Mm. Gymnasium
Mm. Gymnasium
iations in one day should see Miss Taylor in the Registrar's Office NOT
I he U-N1 faculty already has
initiated the bragging component.
basic to all well-played sports
events, and has expressed confidence
in winning the contests.
In the event of rain, the volley-
ball games. the Senate vs. adminis-
tration softball game, and the tug-
of-war event will be held in the
field house.
From 1:00-1:30 the drawing of
the "lucky hat number" will be
held. In order to qualify for the
prize. the corresponding "hat num-
ber holder" must be present at the
drawing and wearing his hat. The
winner of the may °ratty campaign
also will be announced at this time.
Additional plans for Maine day
include a dance after lunch. a
Maine-Colby baseball game. and
:he annual IFC Sine.
JAZZ FANS
For all Jazz Fans, Chi Omega is
sponsoring an ALL-STAR DIXIE-
LAND JAZZ CONCERT on Sunday
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Main Lounge
of the Memorial Union. The Student
Body is welcome. This was possible
through the Music Performers Fund
of the Recording Industries. courtesy
of Local No. 768. American Federa-
tion of NIusicans. Admission is
FREE.
High School Day Attracts
1000 Students To U-M
By RONALD PARENT
All roads will lead to the Uni-
versity of Maine on Saturday.
April 18. when more than 1,000
high school juniors arrive on cam-
pus for the 1964 High School Day
program.
President Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott
announced last week that the pro-
gram will be directed by a 19-mem-
ber student-faculty committee head-
ed by James A. Harmon. Director
of Admissions.
The juniors will begin register-
ing at 8:30 a. in. in the Memorial
Gymnasium.
U-M students will take thejuniors on tours of the Campus be-
tween 8:45 and 11:00 a. m. A
general meeting of all visitingjuniors will be held at 11:15 a. m.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
ENGLISH MAJORS MEETING
Upperclass English majors in the
College of Education who are ad-
visees of Dr. Fink and Dr. Nichols
will meet as a group to pre-register
for the fall semester Monday. at
7 p.m. in 153 Barrows Hall. Fresh-
men should sign up for individual
conferences with their advisers.
in the Memorial Gymnasium.
The afternoon activities will be
highlighted by departmental tours
and college meetings which will be-
gin at 1:30 p. m. Each of the acad-
emic deans, or their representa-
tives, will discuss the programs of-
fered by his college.
At 2:00 p. m. the juniors will
visit departments in which they
have an interest. U-Maine students
will serve as guides.
Members of the 1964 committee
are: Barry NI. Millett. Assistant
Dean of Men; Cecil J. Cutts, Asso-
ciate Director of Student Aid; Asst.
Profs. Phillip L. Hamm. Frank W.
Myers. and Lloyd J. Jewett: Dean
of Women Mary S. Zink; Prof.
Kenneth L. Parsons: and students
Marvin Glazier. Susan Chad-
bourne. Sandra Cole. Ann Brooks,
Fern Lauterwasser. Barry Cobb,
Elaine Merdek. Ralph Johnston.
Anne Witham. Weston Evans. and
Willard Gillette.
Try that crazy kid stuff
—A man-sized steak at
THE FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
Students are always welcome
is Found Exclusively at
H. M. GOLDSMITH'S
IN OLD TOWN
Ship'n Shore'
lovely
little
riclue
shell
L'ouse
3.50
Brief and beautifully shaped, with notched hem,
button-back. New, easy-care pique of 65% Dacron'
polyester, 35% cotton. White or black. 28 to 38.
H. M. GOLDSMITH INC.
76.78 North Main Street
OLD TOWN
maine campus
EDITORIALS
Florida, Anyone?
There is no doubting the validity of portions of Mr.
Worrick's letter regarding student aid and Florida vaca-
tions. However, said letter is a perfect example of how to
lie (or at least shade the truth) with statistics. Obviously
Mr. Worrick failed to see the whole picture.
It was clearly indicated in the Campus article that stu-
dents enjoying the much-needed vacation kept expenses to
an absolute minimum. To raise funds for the trip they saved
cigarette money for months, skimping on Bears' Den Cokes,
baby-sitting and working double time. Some saved money
from Christmas and birthday gifts from relatives. As hard
as it may be for the Student Aid Office to believe, there are
many ways by which an impoverished but determined col-
leigian can, over a 50-week period, salt away $50 for a one-
week spree.
It should be pointed out that the students on the Floridajaunt did not fly down via Viscount Jet. hut hitch-hiked or
traveled six strong in '55 Chevies. The flat round-trip rate
for such transportation was approximately $25 per passen-
ger. If the occupants chipped in as they traveled, the cost per
person was even less—only about $15 each.
Once in the Sunny South the Mainiacs (just like the stu-
dents from other colleges all over the country) lived on 150
hamburgers. To quote Miss Toomey's story, "For such a
famous resort area, the prices on food and lodging were quite
inexpensive. Kids stayed in places front sand bars on the
beach to luxurious hotel rooms shared by as many as 19
people." A room costing 820 a day would cost 19 people
slightly more than Si a day—what spend-thrifts those stu-
dents were!
According to Mr. Worrick. 24% of the students re-
ported in attendance in Florida are receiving loans or schol-
arships. Sounds like a great many. Doing some simple arith-
metic, we find that this means that only six of the 28 are
receiving financial assistance. It is. indeed, unfortunate that
"many serious-minded high school graduates" were unable
to enter the University last September because of limited
financial aid funds. But this implies that those who went to
Florida were not "serious-minded" students. It happens that
the average point average last semester of those who went
was 2.48. The all-women average last semester was 2.57.
while the all-men average was 2.343. Indeed. one member of
Neai Mathetai (this group had the second highest point
average last semester-3.55) made the trip—at a cost of$30. (Funds spent on the trip per student averaged between
$50 and $60.)
We suggest, Mr. Worrick. that you pay a little less atten-
tion to such Campus articles and spend more time investigat-
ing the situation which you mentioned briefly at the end of
sour letter. Certainly it costs a great deal more than $60 to
own and operate a car for a school year. This might he
where your financial aid funds are being pilfered, and not
for Florida vacations.
Those students who went to Florida used very little
money to have a great deal of fun. For many of them who
have never been out of the State of Maine (or further south
than Boston) it was an educational experience as well as a
The still sharp spring wind drifts papers, old pop-corn
encourage students to tray el—it is common knowledge that
travel is broadening in man. ways. And there probably will
he no other time in most of these students' lives when they
may take such a trip at so low a cost.
The Campus does not intend to advocate lawbreaking.
theft, or deceit. But neither do we believe that a deserving
student must "sell his soul to the devil." renouncing all
rights to a private life and a little enjo:Yment for the privilege
of being educated.
And, we are quite sure that. had the members of the
Student Aid Office made the trip to Florida on equally
limited funds, with all the sharing that was going on they
certainly would have been given at least a "sniff" from some
generous student's six-pack of 990 beer.
z•
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What Now?
street Scene: Saturday, April II
The still, sharp spring wind drifts papers. ohl pop-corn
sacks. and dirt into the gutters of Bangor. .4 short. red-faced
man plays "Aearer My God Tt, Thee.' and his somber uni-
formed crew sing haltingly of e "promised land.- Just down
the street a woman. well-dressed and past middle age. stops
to talk to a fat. pimple-faced boy carrying a placard saying
"Put the Bible back in the schools."
In a nation that professes tolerance we're mighty slow in
doing anything that resembles tolerance. Maine failed to pass a
law requiring housing to be anti-discriminatory. The nation's Sen-
ate is now embroiled in a debate that may well end in crippling
amendments to a law of tolerance. And a racist polls 250.000
votes in Wisconsin. What does this all mean?
We are living in a frightened society. Each of us is so afraid
of standing alone with no artificial props of station. We here in
the University can see this in our every action. We wear seemingly
special clothes. We speak a special language—existentialism,
homeostasis. and socialization. We pass our peers in the hallways
and on sidewalks, closed-mouthed and unsmiling. Each microcosm
struggles in its orbit. bouncing off others, never really caring. Per-
haps the problem will not end with a simple passage of a bill to end
segregation, but it certainly would be a beginning.
We have much work to do. If a man's success depends upon
his being a white Christian. then this is not the society that we
say it is. We segregate ourselves gime naturally by interest. Witness
the congregation by college and major in the Bear's Den. This is to
be expected and normal. But it is not the stupid, ignorant segrega-
tion by skin color and creed. Our legislative laxity has allowed
one hundred years of injustice to go on. If it takes federa! action
to rectify this situation, then let's have it.
All the civil rights bill asks is that decent, respectable people
have the right to public accommodations, parks, etc. Voting privi-
leges for the disfranchised. school integration, equal job oppor-
tunities, and equal protection under law are other considerations
mentioned and needed. Surely no one can argue that these rights
are not too much to request. There is also a provision to aid
people unable by financial consideration to secure their just rightsby expediting court proceedings and aiding them in bringing suits.
The sad thing in all of this is that we have reduced humanbeings to the state that they must fight, cajole, beg, and march for
rights that should be theirs by birthright. Members of all races and
creeds have fought for "our side" in two world wars and the
Korean situation. Negroes are in service at all points of crises
around the world. It seems as though they are good enough to
stop a bullet for us. but not good enough to go to the toilet in a
public rest room. 
—J. I. S.
Carte Blanche
Ed B ?
By Clark iti. Neily
In a nation which places as high
a premium on education for all as
this one does, it is ironic that those
ho would do the educating are
frequently among the uneducated.
According to the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English, 47% of
high school English teachers "do
not feel well prepared in the Eng-
lish language." Former Harvard
president James B. Conant has sur-
mised that one of the reasons why
Johnny can't read may be that his
teacher is unfit to teach him. U.S.
teachers' colleges present little to
refute this point of view.
It seems to have escaped the
planners of teacher education cur-
riculum that successful teacher!.
sl Id know substantially more
about their subject than those
the:. are to teach. In order to deal
si ith an learning situation which
might arise, a teacher must hase
a far deeper acquaintance with his
subject than he will ever be called
upon to present in the normal
classroom. An educator who is
worthy of the name should be
able to gile an intelligent, infor-
mative, and accurate answer to
any question a student of his is
capable of asking. Although it is
true that the simplicity of an ex-
planation  t he geared to the
educational les el of the student
who must understand it, it is not
true, as many secondary school
teachers seem to think, that sim-
plicity and inaccuracy are synony-
mous terms. Whether this impres-
sion arises front mistaken belief
or outright ignorance, it is all a
matter of prior training, to which
the University of Maine has been
and is a party.
Take for example the case of Joe
Blow, a Maine high school graduate
intending to enter the U-M College
of Education and eventually to
teach high school physics. He finds
that just because he wishes to in-
flict himself on an unknown num-
ber of future generations as an au-
thority on something, he merits no
special treatment from the Univer-
sity. In contrast to the contortions
which his classmates are going
through to enter the colleges of
their choice, he just shows a high
school diploma showing four units
of English and twelve credits of
just about anything (as long as it's
two in one and three in another),
and he's in.
Joe will have to maintain a slight-
ly higher average grade than his
colleagues, but he gets breaks that
make up for it (if he has a strong
stomach): Ed-B 2. 3. 4, and a
special methods course (don't for-
get, a course in memorizing random
numbers can be made difficult too).
On top of all that. when he graduates
he'll have 50 miscellaneous cred-
its in physics and math, as against
84 for a normal Arts major in the
field and 113 for the "rambling
wrecks" from Boardman Hall.
Graduate schools will raise their
eyebrows at Joe's friends who have
less than honor grades. They will
say that as far as graduate work is
concerned, such a person is either
unwilling or unable to learn, or can
learn but can't convince anyone.
Rut then, no one seriously believes
that there is any reasonable com-
parison between the demands for
professional excellence of graduate
school and the demands of public
school teaching. Only his first class
will notice if he was less than arn-
bilious or smart in college: it will
also be evident to them if he was
both but couldn't get it out.
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That the entrance. graduation,
and certification requirements for
tearliers should not be among the
niost stringent for any profession,
may be past understanding, but
unfortunately, it is not past the
American school system.
To be fair, the other colleges of
the University have their share of
leeches and academic clods, and the
College of Education has students
who will bring character, dedica-
tion, and integrity to their profes-
sion. The point is: the former are
not to he inflicted on our public
schools, and one wonders at the
success of the latter in spite of the
system rather than because of it.
Teacher training and certification
should be the business of the colle-
giate institutions who train them.
And the business of the institutions
who train them should be to get
them out of teacher education and
start turning out educated teachers.
Potpourri
Ode To .4 Basic .4djustire
Technique
To negativism:
I got you freshman year.
.4nd you're grown so eery dear
That when ere I can't comply.
It's on you that I rely.
Read all about it. folks. Even
if it's only in the dictionary. Read
it, and then look at the Letters to
the Editor. Listen to the campus-
campers talk. Slam, dump—the
game's still the same. just a new
name.
—Suzanne Casey
I got this piece of writing and
find in it a bit of charm, also quite
a bit of truth. Usually griping for
griping's sake is not to be admired.
but in this case it's one of the rea-
sons we are in school. Getting an
education is truly investing in the
future and hoping for something
better. We recognize problems and
don't hesitate to talk about them.
Thus, this is a healthy, hopeful sign.
But it's interesting to note that
some of this talk follow s a sort of
cycle. i.e.. the food is bad in the
Commons when the freshmen are
the most homesick in the fall. Too.
with the warming of the evenings in
the spring, the girls want more lates
and more freedom. When you stop
to think of it, the glands and the
sun both rise to an apex in June.
—J. I. S.
LETTERS
to the editor
We Goofed !
To the Editor:
We goofed — well maybe. Time
will tell.
The staff and administrative
workers of the Department Of Stu-
dent Aid are avid Campus readers,
and wish to commend you on a
splendid publication. You and your
readers have no conception, I'm
sure, of the individual student ref-
erence material that we glean from
your weekly efforts. Thanks for the
assistance.
Last week's issue hit us solidly —
some how the stale taste lingers
long as we think about (and make
notes) the story of the annual
spring recess orgy in sunny Flori-
da. Beer. Bikinis and Bawdiness
might have been a more appropriate
caption. We're wondering how
many "six packs" the Student Aid
Program directly or indirectly
bought, and none of us got so much
as a sniff.
Our vestpocket statistics may be
of interest to some, others may find
it necessary to cringe, while we can
only state, with tongue in cheek,
some embarrassing information. Of
those reported in attendance at the
boisterous seminar, we find that
24% of the group received scholar-
ship aid and/or loan assistance for
the current college year. We sadly
note that the total amount of
money involved can not be accu-
rately reported as a few hundred
dollars — rather it involves a four
figure total. Although this covers
only a very small percentage of the
entire student body, it is a sobering
note, when one realizes that many
serious-minded high school gradu-
ates were unable to enter the Uni-
versity last September because our
limited financial aid funds would
not allow us to grant sufficient as-
sistance to meet or assist with even
minimal college expenses.
Stop And Think
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees met Wednesday and Presi-
dent Elliott presented the Board
with the petitions urging the selec-
tion of an alternate site for the new
dormitory. The decision of the Board
on the petitions was a foregone con-
clusion. Like most decisions of this
type once a certain course is se-
lected, a sort of inertia is built up
which makes the altering of plans
nearly impossible regardless of
whether the original decision was
good or bad. Once a few thousand
dollars have been spent on surveys.
plans and architects drawings it is
hard to justify a change from a
financial standpoint since all this
money spent on preliminary plans
will be wasted.
Thus the best time to oppose a
plan is in its initial stages when
various ideas are being considered
and no money has been spent. But
the,e considerations are usually
carried on in pris ate, out of the
public eye, and the final decision
i. presented as a fait accompl
HEY!
LOOK .4T THIS:
GET ONE FOR
REAL AT THE
CREEMEE DRIVE IN
SUMMER JOBS
for STUDENTS
NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings in 50
states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for stu-
dents includes exact pay rates and job details. Names employ-
ers and their addresses for hiring in industry, summer camps.
national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc. Hurry!! jobs filled early.
Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer
Jobs Directory—P. 0. Box 13593—Phoenix. Arizona.
By Joel Eastman
with all the plans drawn, stakes
in and maps redrawn with the new
building on it.
Perhaps a decision of this type
would be easier for the public to ac-
cept if they were aware of the gen-
eral philosophy and master plan of
the building program—whether the
idea is to keep buildings as close to-
gether as possible to cut down walk-
ing distances and the length of steam
pipes, or to leave room for things
like trees and grass and sunlight. Or
is there a plan at all? Sometimes it
seems as if the location of each
new building is decided separately
without regard to the future com-
plexion of the campus.
If the decision in this instance was
merely between a few trees, a couple
of cannons and some grass on one
hand and a few thousand square feet
of asphalt on the other, the choice
seems obvious. One of the few assets
Maine has is its natural beauty. It
seems as though the State has al-
ready given the automobile more
than its due by spending more on
highways than on education without
tearing up more grass and trees in
the middle of campus to save an
acre of blacktop.
11 is too late to stop this en•
croachment of creeping building,
and blacktop, but let's hope that
before the next building i.. eon-
et
-bed 
 .one will stop and think
Aside from the Campus article,
we have been busy with another
neat set of statistics, and by in-
dividual student name, no less. At
the start of the college year last
September. following the scholar-
ship and loan announcements, we
were rather appalled at the num-
ber of recipients who had not de-
clared intent of car use on their
application but who registered an
automobile for purposes of trans-
port on the campus. It appears that
some of these cars had been per-
sonally purchased by the students.
In fairness it must be stressed that
those concerned represent a very
small percentage of the total stu-
dent enrollment. Again, we wonder
and are dismayed.
We close with a trite but most
seriously intended statement — If
the shoe fits, wear it. In so doing it
should blister the old bunion more
than a little — if not this year,
next year we'll guarantee it.
Bob Worrick
Director of Student Aid
•
Challenge
Sophomores:
How would you like to have a
class meeting next month at the
Gatherings with free lobsters.
clams, etc.? You can have it if you
desire, but there is one stipulation:
attendance of 200 at the class
meeting April 22. Wednesday. at 7
p. m. in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union. The reason that
we. the Sophomore Class Officers.
have set a minimum on the attend-
ance. is the very poor showing at
the last class meeting. We want to
know how many of you want an
outing before we go ahead and
make final plans, because there is
too much work involved and it is
too expensive to plan something
like this if only a few are interest-
ed. If the Sophomore Hop was any
indication of class spirit, the people
who are interested in having the
outing had better start rounding up
classmates to go to the meeting.
Interested sophomores be in attend-
ance.
The meeting will not interfere
with the concert scheduled for that
night, because the meeting will be
short and the concert does not begin
until 8:30 p. m.
David Inman
Sophomore President
•
G;ve Up Rcjif5 ?
to tle EItor:
An equitable Civil Rights Law is
necessary in a dentocratic society.
The Civil Rights Bi:l. :Is it now
WHAT'S NEW? 
! BUTTONS and BOWS!
! ! YARN, BRAID and LACE ! !
! ! ! FABULOUS SPRING FXBRICS ! ! !
! GIFTS and GREETING CARDS GALORE!
THE WHATNOT SHOP-4 Mill St., Orono
open 9:30-5:30 closed 12:30-1:30 Closed Monday all day.
JOBS ABROAD
STUDENTS & TEACHERS
Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career
opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pa-
cific. for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives
specific addresses and names prospective U. S. employers
with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay. free travel.
etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures neces-
sary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sendtwo dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P. 0. Box 13593- -Phoenix, Arizona.
stands, is contrary to the free enter-
prise system. Title II of the Bill —
the public accommodations section
— would bar discrimination in any
business which deals with interstate
travelers or interstate commerce.
Under the proposed law business-
men could not refuse to deal with
any "decent" persons, whether white
or colored, on penalty of a law suit
and substantial unfavorable public-
ity. This section of the bill is in-
tolerable. We cannot ask our Sena-
tors and Representatives to legislate
away the rights of the majority in
favor of a militant minority. In ef-
fect this is going to be the direct
result of the Bill. Any group of peo-
ple which threatens to sit-in at the
Capitol. threatens civil disobedi-
ence, threatens a reign of terror
and violence, and proves that these
threats will be carried out by riots
in Maryland. Massachusetts, Flori-
da. North Carolina, Virginia, Geor-
gia, New York. and Washington.
D. C., cannot and should not ex-
pect laws or public opinion favor-
able to them.
The United States does not cower
from pressures and actions of coun-
tries: on the contrary. by apply-
ing pressures on the U. S. is the sur-
est way of not getting what you
want. So why should we legislate in
favor of a minority within the coun-
try who will spill blood — Ameri-
can blood — to force the issues.
The most popular answer to this
question is that the Negroes have
not had equal opportunities and are
now reacting to repression of their
wants and needs. It is quite possible
that the Negro Race has occupied
portions of the earth longer than
has the White Race. With an entire
continent at their disposal, with
vast natural wealth and resources.
and with a climate far more favor-
able than that of Eurasia or Ameri-
ca for food production: what have
they accomplished thru the eons of
time? The vast countries of Europe
and the Americas have been built
from the soil upward while the
people of Africa have built from
the soil downward.
The majority of Senators are re-
ceiving mail running heavily against
passage of the Civil Rights Bill. The
voters do not want their children
moved from neighborhood schools
to other schools to satisfy a claim
of discrimination. The voters do
want to have the undictated choice
of people whom they work, live.play, and do business with. The
voters do not appreciate having to
compete with members of minority
groups who are given favored treat-
ment because the present adminis-
tration would like to gain votes and
see a racial balance in employment.
Are YOU willing to give up your
rights as a majority in the face of
strong - arm methods. unpeaceful
and undemocratic actions, and forcein the disguise of law?
Richard Leland(Continued on Page Twelve)
MUAB
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To the Editor:
In the April 9 issue of the Maine
Campus. I noted in the column.
' everybody's doin' it . . .". a state-
ment which in my opinion has ram-
ifications far beyond the authoress's
original statement.
The above mentioned column
deals with social events on campus
and in the April 9 issue it dealt
with describing the up-coming so-
cial events of the weekend. The
statement in this column which I
refer to is. "Fire up for the week-
end, and remember girls, the pass-
word is No." The "password is
No" is the part which I feel is used
completely out of context.
The foreloading is actually a re-
minder to all members of the fe-
male sex to remain chaste over the
weekend. Just what portion of a
coed campus could actually cope
emotionally a n d psychologically
with this advice? Not too many be-
cause I doubt that the authoress
realizes what the problem of sex
on a college campus is and what
its exact role is.
Sex, no longer a secreted and
whispered word. must be brought
out into the open and to the atten-
tion of everyone. Someone is always
writing on the subject of sex on
the college campus and sex in re-
lation to the coed, but no one has
the volition to try and do some-
thing about it.
It seems to me that the admin-
istration of any college or univer-
sity should realize its responsibility
and institute some program in the
field of sex education. Instead the
majority of colleges shirk their
responsibility by leaving it up to the
parents and the church. In doing
HILLSON
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
for the week of
&PHIL 16. 1964
Keith Grand
Maine Campo.
Pat
Editor
The recipient of this award is
entitled to $2.00 Personal Clean-
ing Service Absolutely Free.
HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street Orono 866-3647
this they fail to realize that many
parents have inadequately prepared
and informed their offspring in sex,
the sex act, and all the emotional
and phy chological effects that go
along with it.
The treth of the matter is that
inadequately prepared in sex, a
person's emotions can be severely
damaged: perhaps permanently.
Boys as well as girls are frustrated
in sex, yet it is a common practice
to disregard this possibility in
respect to the male sex.
What I am try ing to bring to light
is that since college is a transition
of adolescence into adulthood, why
has perhaps the most important
problem, sex, been overlooked?
Bob Laskoff
•
Class Gift
To the Editor:
Recently the Senior Class voted
on their gift to the University. The
vote was tied between making a
contribution toward a swimming
pool and purchasing a Steinway
Concert Grand Piano. Because of
the tie, the class will vote again
during their banquet on Tuesday.
April 21.
The cost of a s‘k imrning pool is,
of course, greatly in excess of the
amount which can be given by the
Senior Class. It would be some time
before the total could be reached
and the University could show the
benefit of the gift.
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
ALL WEATHER COATS
AT
$10.95
"4otne with matching
umbrellas
Some rev ersable
CUTLER'S
'North Main Old Town
The piano under consideration is
the largest model — nine feet —
and retails at $7600. We are being
given a special discount of 36%.
The piano will cost the Senior Class
$4985. An artists bench and cover
which retail at $180 will be includ-
ed free of charge.
There is a great need for a good
concert grand on this campus.
Every time we have a visiting artist,
a piano must be rented from Ban-
gor. Unfortunately, student and
faculty concerts cannot have this
consideration as the rent is $85. If
we donated the $4985 for renting a
piano when needed, only 53 con-
certs could be given. There will
certainly be many more concerts
than this given in the future. Every
time the piano is used publicly, the
printed program will state:
Steinway Concert Grand — Gift
of The Class of 1964. With the re-
maining $2500 the class could con-
tribute toward either the swimming
pool or refurnishing the Bass
Room.
I do hope that the purchase of
this piano will be favorably con-
sidered by the Class of 1964 when
they vote this coming Tuesday.
Marla R. Wilson
Don't feed the animals
Just yourself at
TIIE FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
Students are always welcome
FOR THE FINEST IN
CAMERA EQUIPMENT
GO TO
DAY'S
orneros
flint
flash bulbs
all at eligeount prices
OLD TON% \
Cti•410t.414r.! Pig eStAhletel
Lis43
(Theyd probably let if so to their heAls)
Eut then, wouldn't any man? If he suddenly
found all those starry-eyed gals look;ng at him?
So, if you think you can handle it, go
ahead, use SHORT CUT! It'll tame the
wildest crew cut, brush cut, any cut;
give it more body, more life. Keep it
under control. And make you look
great! Try it (if you dare!) ... Old
Spice SHORT CUT Hair
Groom by Shulton . . . tube
or jar, only .50 plus tax.
Debaters Participate In Tournament
Four University debaters will
participate in the last tournament
of the season this weekend.
Janice Churchill and Sharon Jen-
kins on the affirmative team and
Howard Cody and Rodney Doug-
lass, negative, will compete in the
Norwich University Novice Debate
Tournament at Northfield, Ver-
mont, Friday and Saturday. The
proposition is Resolved: That the
federal government should guaran-
tee an opportunity for higher edu-
cation for all qualified high school
graduates.
In the individual events Sharon
Jenkins and Howard Cody will
compete in extemporaneous speak-
ing and Janice Churchill and Rod-
ney Douglass will compete in per-
suasive speaking.
The group w ill be accompanied
by Mr. Rodney Cole.
Patronize Our Advertisers
YOUR BASS DEALER
IN
OLD TOWN
BEN SKLAR
kVe.911414.4 ate
eliek}if
(4'
(and rememt•er en!). Bass makes Weeluns1)
H,kotcnai ny or record hop, in Wecriins
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exactly right - with thtir comuntahle,
classic eltsrance, poised casual styling
and hand. sewn moccasin vamp.
The only thing "lust like' Weemnc is
another pair of W.oeiiins, Nou're so smart
not to tile tor less!
On:). Bcss makes it'rep,ns F
G. 14 BASS & CO., 4,5 PA.. s”..,
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Fred Judkins of Upton won the
Lewiston Junior Chamber of Com-
merce three-mile road race on Sat-
urday, April Il, with a time of 14
min. 8 5/10 sec. Bob Hil!grove of
Rockland was second, 161/2
 sec. be-
hind Judkins. shile Gene Corbett
was third.
Ititlkins hold. the University of
ROTC Musketeers
The ROTC Rifle Team finished
fourth in the first Army Intercol-
legiate and Interscholastic ROTC
smallbore Match held at West Point
last Saturday. Although the squad's
final position did not qualify it for
a trophy. Jim Jenkins and Wayne
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Spring Football Begins;
Fifty Students Turn Out
Spring football drills began Mon-
day with approximately 50 candi-
dates vying for positions on Hal
Westerman's "fighting" Black Bears.
The grid coach, who has never
had a losing season in 13 years at
Maine, is mainly concerned with
fundamentals and techniques during
the 15 practice sessions. Both fresh-
men and veterans will knock heads
frequently in preparation for their
final scrimmage May 2.
The group includes 14 players
who won grid letters last fall when
the Bears posted a 5-3 record.
Five other '63 letter-winners play-
ing varsity baseball and missing
drill are end Dick Flaherty; quar-
terbacks Dick DeVarney and Carl
Merrill, and halfbacks Brent Keene
and Ron Lanza.
Westy's big problem is replacing
eight outstanding exterior linemen
who were stalwarts on last fall's
eleven. Center, Ray Sawyer; guards.
Phil Soule and Roger Boucher; and
tackles, Dan Severson, Leon Harris-
man, Pat Reidman, and Jack Brown
are all graduating.
End John McGonagle; halfbacks
Dave Brown. Earle Cooper and
Dave Lahait; and fullbacks Don
Soler and Don Derrah will also
graduate after outstanding varsity
football careers.
The Maine pilot feels confident
that letter-men Reggie Clark, Charlie
Harlow, Co-Captain Ernie Smith.
Walter Hearst. Floyd Horn, and
Paul Smith can bolster Maine's front
wall, which has always been one of
the toughest in the Yankee Confer-
ence due to the inspiration of line
coach Walter Abbot.
Other standouts who will be
back in action after 14inning let-
ter, la,t grid ,eason are ends Da$e
Harnum, Alan Riley, Bill Reviere.
and Ned Sherry; halfbacks, Mike
Haley and Dave Joseph; and full-
backs Bob Hurd and Bill Perkins.
Westerman is looking for men
who "enjoy paving football and who
have the right attitude for a team
effort."
Maine plays its final contest.,
against long-time rivals Bowdoin
and Bates nest fall. The two col-
leges will withdraw from the Maine
schedule after the '64 contests,
thus ending the Maine State Series
in football.
The '64 U-N1 slate is as follows:
September 19 at Mass; September
26, R. I.. October 3 at UVN1: Octo-
ber 10. New Hampshire (Homecom-
ing); October 17 at U-Conn: Octo-
ber 24, Bates; October 31 Colby:
and November - at Bowdoin.
WELCOME BILLS—Bill Deering. L. and Bill Simonton. r.. twoMen On Court, will carry the Bear tennis fortune- on their racket.
spring.
Big
thi-
Judkins Wins Distance Run Varsity Tennis Team To Commence
Season At Conn, RI On Weekend
Maine two-mile record of 9:25.6
set in the U. S. Track Federation
Meet.
Two other members of last fall's
Black Bear Yankee Conference
championship cross country team
entered the race.
Howard Shaffer came in sixth
and Dick Davidson was eighth.
Beaten At Point
Hanson won individual trophies for
placing third and fourth respec-
tively.
As a result of this. 15 men from
the team will shoot in the National
stage of ROTC competition on the
16th and 23rd of April.
KEEP ALERT!
SAFE
THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe re-
fresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Abso-
lutely not habit-forming.
Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another tine product of Grove Laboratorir.s
Si Dunklee's varsity tennis team
will kick off its season when it buses
south to play Connecticut on Friday
and Rhode Island on Saturday.
The Maine Bears look stronger
this year than they have in quite
some time. Last year they were 3-7.
but managed to take the State
Doubles championship and place
Bill Deering as runner-up in Singles
competition. Although the team fin-
ished third in State Series play, it
ousted the Bowdoin Polar Bears
from their long-held favorite's role.
Captain Bill Simonton and vet-
eran Bill Deering have been battl-
ing it out for the prized number
one position, and it appears that
Simonton may have won it. Deer-
ing, a junior from Orono. plays
a steady, all-around game, but the
Portland senior captain seems to
have overpowered and out-maneu-
vered him. Ne%ortheless. the fir-t
two berths are not certain, and
the first four are likely to be
switched around some before the
season ends.
Despite the departure of two of
Dunklee's best, Dave Greely and
Captain Gene Elliott. the team has
been greatly bolstered by the addi-
tion of the sophomore Hauck broth-
ers from Cumberland Foreside.
Bruce possesses an excellent net
game. and will probably get the nod
as number three, hile brother
Tommy, although endowed with
smooth style. may lack stamina, and
will have to settle for fourth seeding.
The fifth spot will probably go to
Kevan Pickens of Montreal. Que.
Coach Dunklee credits him with
great potential. but the junior 'rack-
eteer' is trying to regain his form
after a three year layoff.
As indication of the depth and
improvement of this spring's varsity.
THE ALPS...made in itzly by FAEANO
Handmade Imported Boots for the Out:Icor Man and Vh.2n...
For Men or Women.
Suede Rock Climbing and STYLE ;;'-1:35Hiking Boot. Leather
lined, Padded Quarter and
Tongue, Vibram lug soles.
Men's N and L-6 to 12
(Cocoa Brown only). Ladies
M-5 to 11 in these Fashion
Colors: 04364 — Cocoa
Brown, 414361 — Green,
i4352—Red, 14365 —
Gray,
$14.95
plus Postage
5RI1L FOR FREE BROCHURE
gl sfILF.
HZ
Fabiano Shoe Co., Ilse.
Dept. R. South Station'
Boston IC Ma.s.s.
S&S STORE
19 MILL STREET, ORONO
* * * *
TOP QUALITY U.S.D.A. CHOICE MEATS. FINEST 1:ROCERIES.
PRODUCE. FROZEN FOODS, AND SERVICE IN THE 4RE 4
PLUS S&H GREEN STAMPS
100 FREE S & II Green stamps %jilt 3 lbs. of Hamburg
25 lb. ROBINHOOD FLOUR
S1.19 Save 70e
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE 69e lb.
PARTY TIME ICE CREAM
1.4 Gallon 49.—save -10e
8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M. MONDAY, TUESDAY, AND SATURDAY
8:30 A.M.--9:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY
last year's number four man, Ray
Jean. has been relegated to number
six billing. Ray, a senior from Lewis-
ton, has the natural talent, but he
has been making errors, and if Dean
Alley. a South Portland sophomore.
keeps hustling he may very well
dump Jean to seventh and pull down
sixth position himself.
Supporting the mainstays are jun-
iors Mark Stern. George Wing, Jon
Stubbs. and Myron Hoyt. and sophs
Bob Freidman. Rufus Brown, and
Emil Swift.
Doubles combinations will prob-
ably be made up of Deering and
Tom Hauck, Simonton and Bruce
Hauck, and Jean and Alley. Pick-
ens, although seeded fifth in sin-
gles, lacks doubles experience, and
it remains to be seen whether he
can handle that assignment.
In the Yankee Conference. U-Mass
and Rhody are out in front as pre-
season choices. with UConn a strong
third. Maine tied for fourth behind
these three last year. but there is
a strong likelihood of a major set-
back this spring.
MR. PAPEliBACK
Largest paperback
store in Maine
over 3500 tides
MAGAZINES
NEWSPAPERS
23 Hammond Street
Bangor
BIKES
NI DEM )
GREAT!
WESTERN AUTO
STORE IN
41140N0
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!lour
W1.44%1'1111
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Golfers Journey South To Go In Brunswick Opener
As the weather warms and the
greens dry. Coach Brian McCall
preps his varsity golf team for its
Brunswick opener on Saturday. Last
year's squad posted an overall 6-3
record, the best in nearly a decade.
and Was undefeated in State Series
action.
But the graduation of three of
the biggest guns may hurt. McCall
badly needs replacements for last
year's number one man. Gordon
Outdoor Angle
 
 By KARL WEBER 
Last Saturday the Rod and Gun
Club had its first trap shoot as an
organization. It has obtained the
use of a trap and skeet range in the
Old Town vicinity and this pre-
sents a good chance for the mem-
bers to sharpen up their shooting
eyes. At the present time they have
to buy their own clay pigeons and
ammunition. but the club plans to
purchase a reloading outfit
With this reloader one of the
biggest costs of hunting would be
cut considerably. Present plans also
include the organization of a team
to compete in shoots with other
sportsman's clubs throughout the
state.
Many of the wardens report that
the ice is out of the streams and
brooks, but still quite thick on the
ponds and lakes throughout the
state. Along with the nice weather
IA e had last weekend a good hatch
of May Fly Nymphs was reported
in the streams near school. This
should be good news to the fly fish-
ermen for with this hatch a variety
of flies should start to prody:e. The
the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Friday afternoon: Discussion
of Civil Rights Bill
Friday evening: Open
Saturday evening: Open
Sunday evening: Fireside Chat
Dr. Nolde speaking on
Viet Nam
best of these will he the oet flies
that closely resemble the nymphs
that are hatching.
The regular meeting of the Rod
and Gun Club will be at 7:00 p.m..
April 16. in the Tolman Room of
the Union. C. Z. Westfall will give
a fly tying demonstration after the
regular business meeting.
Here's a tip for you fishermen
who have been throwing away your
old toothpaste tubes. When you get
done with them, clean them up and
cut them into strips. Then whenever
you need a light sinker wrap some
of these strips around your line
and you're in business.
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MORE GALLONS PER DOLLAR
MORE MILES PER DOLLAR
BOTH RESULT FROM
LOWEST PRICES IN THE AREA
RAPID TRANSIT SERVICE
STATION
"On The Way To The Interstate"
Stilhvater Avenue
....•••••••••
Curry: Captain Bill Whitmore. num-
ber three: and Terry Nelson number
seven.
The vital first spot will probably
be filled by one of two seniors, Cap-
tain Al Leathers of Orrington or
Bob Hess of Manchester. Both vet-
erans are currently battling it out
for the coveted berth, while three
other lettermen are expected to
back them up. They are juniors
Dave LeClair, Orono, and Norm
Viger, Pittsfield. and senior Tom
Lehaise of St. Johnsbury. Vt. But
the team must have the seven top
players ready to tee off in the
Brunswick Open, and at least two
more positions remain indefinite.
The team includes such strong
m %comers as junior transfer Geoff
Laurence of Hingham. Mass., and
sophomores Jack Tole of Spring-
vale and Vic Nunan of Stoneham,
NIass., but Coach McCall empha-
sizes that this is not a building
!ear. The Bear Master has a
"strong nucleus" of experienced
men, and claims that the squad
may be even more balanced down
the line than last year. The re-
mainder of the linksmen provide
good 'bench' strength in the per-
son of Ed Todd. Cape Neddick;
John Pratt, Farmington; Keith
(Freddy the (;olfer) May. Rock.
port: Bill Porter. Gardiner; Squint
Moran. Rockland; Carlo Kempton,
Winthrop; and three-letter man
John McGonagle of Laconia, N. H.
The Black Bears had been practic-
ing in the Field House since the be-
ginning of the semester, and began
working outdoors after the spring
recess. Chances look good for taking
the state again. but Brian rates Bow-
doin as "the team to beat." Both
Nlaine and Bowdoin return to action
with the same number of vets, while
Colby and Bates are probably out •
of the picture.
In Yankee Conference competi-
tion. Rhode Island appears likely to
repeat as conference and New Eng-
land champs. With the addition of
former R. I. Junior Open Champion
Bruce Morin to three returning let-
termen, the Rams could take the
whole shootin' match again. Close
behind them stand U-Conn and U-
Mass. Coach McCall rates ahead of
Vermont and U.N.H., and he reite-
rates the old maxim that anything
can happen in the Yankee Confer-
ence.
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$11. CA
01A 1.4,45
Available in nine different
colorings, our guaranteed-to-
bleed madras shirt is rated a
terrific value. Usually much
higher, these are priced at six
dollars.
OPEN FRIDAY
Truvart the
FOR COOL
SPRING
COMFORT
It's back-to-warm weather
with this great classic, cotton
gingham. The colors are red.
navy or black, with white.
Sizes S-.—M—L at just three
dollars.
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